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On March 3, 2023, at approximately 0515 hours, Historic
Core BID safety officers observed LAPD bringing an

armored truck to 6th and Spring Street. As a result, 6th
and Spring Street were blocked. It was later determined

that LAPD was handling a barricaded suspect at The
Reserve. At approximately 0751 hours, LAPD was able to

apprehend the suspect. BID officer was given the all-
clear from LAPD

On March 4, 2030, at approximately 0134 hours, Historic
Core safety officer observed a local business roll-up gate
rolled halfway down. Officer Berrueco immediately called
the business owner. The business owner informed Officer
Berrueco that he was aware of the gate being open. The
gate was pulled halfway down due to an employee still

being in the building. Officer Berrueco made contact with
the employee to ensure everything was all clear. Officer

Berrueco returned to his patrol duties  
  

     On March 17, 2023, at approximately 0036 hours, while on
patrol on the 400 block of South Los Angeles Street. Historic

Core BID Sargent Novales and Historic Core BID Officer 
 Berrueco noticed the roll-up gate to 443 S. Los Angeles Street
was rolled up halfway. After further inspection, it appeared to

have been a burglary. There was shattered glass on the ground
due to the glass door that had been broken. When Officer

Berrueco flashed a light on the door. Two men ran out of the
door with two cell phone boxes in their hands. LAPD was

immediately notified. Sargent Novales and Officer Berrueco
stood by until LAPD arrived. When LAPD arrived, it was

determined that no one else was inside the building. LAPD was
able to catch the suspects within the district. Sergeant Novales

was asked to come to the scene to identify the suspects.
Statements from Sargent Novales and Officer Berrueco were

given to the LAPD. LAPD stated that the building door would be
boarded up. Sargent Novales and Officer Berrueco were both

cleared to resume their patrol duties.    

On March 1, 2023, at approximately 2004 hours, Historic Core BID
Officers received a service call about a transient that refused to
leave the parking lot at 401 S. Spring Street. When Historic Core

BID Officer Rodriguez arrived, he observed a WM transient
attempting to steal a license plate from a vehicle parked inside the
parking lot. The transient was instructed to stop and relocate. While
the transient gathered his belongings, Officer Rodriguez checked
the vehicle for any possible damage. It was determined that no

damage or forced entry was done to the vehicle. Officer Rodriguez
made contact with the parking attendant. While speaking to the
Parking attendant it was discovered that a white Range Rover
parked in the parking lot had missing plates. Officer Rodriguez
made contact with the WM transient at 408 S. Spring Street. He

informed the WM transient of his violation and was asked to return
the vehicle license plate. The WM transient returned the vehicle

license plate to Officer Rodriguez then he proceeded to relocate
out of the district. The neighboring district was given a courtesy call

to notify them of the WM transient.
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On March 30, 2023, at approximately 0118 hours,
While on patrol, Historic Core BID officer Berrueco

received a notification on the Citizen App of an
assault on 215 West 7th Street. Officer Berrueco

arrived on the scene and noticed that the LAPD was
already handling the situation. Officer Berrueco

observed and made contact with the LAPD. He was
given the all-clear by the LAPD and returned to his

patrol duties.  
 

On March 29, 2023, at approximately 2331
hours, while on patrol Historic Core BID officer
Andrew Berrueco noticed the side door to the
parking lot on 7th and Broadway was propped

open with a bag of trash and a scooter.
Officer Berrueco secured the door. To ensure

that there was no one in the area Officer
Berrueco stood post for 20 minutes before

returning back to his patrol duties. 
 

On March 26, 2023, at approximately 2129 hours,
relocating multiple people from 5th and Maine

Historic Core BID officer Valentin discovered a BMA
laying on the ground unresponsive due to a possible

overdose. Officer Valentin attempted CPR on the
BMA while Historic Core BID officer Castro called

911. The officer performed CPR until the paramedics
arrived. The paramedics did their best to revitalize

the BMA. After many failed attempts, the paramedics
were not able to revive him. The paramedics took

away the BMA. Officer Valentin and Officer Castro
continued to relocate the people still lingering

around 5th and Main.
 

On March 25, 2023, at approximately 0530 hours,
while on patrol Historic Core BID Sargent  Novales
noticed multiple scooters appeared to have been

tossed in the middle of the street. To avoid any kind
of accident or traffic congestion Sargent Novales

immediately relocated the scooter to a safe
location on the sidewalk. 
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